Are you spending evenings or weekends doing charting and paperwork?

You are not alone, incomplete tasks and charts are contributing to the mental load, dread and overwhelm of our clinical days.

You may feel like work is never done and you are unable to escape the paperwork burden. Even on holidays and conferences the inbox and charting follow you.

If this is you, here is the good news, there is a solution that can help you.

**HOW DO YOU GET HOME WITH TODAY’S WORK DONE?**

**The Charting Champions Program**

- Follow a proven process helping hundred's of Physicians across Canada, and the US, that can help you:
  - Close your charts same day
  - Run on Time
  - Empty your inboxes as fast as possible
  - Manage Interruptions, distractions and clinical teams
  - Reduce decision fatigue
  - Create time for your life, outside of the clinical day

- Get Support within a Community of your Peers
- Get Specific Assistance in the Weekly Group Coaching Calls
- Get Monthly Guest Physician Coaches
- and Lifetime Access to the Program on enrollment

Charting Coach  |  Sarah Smith, MD

[www.ChartingCoach.ca](http://www.ChartingCoach.ca)  |  [ceo@reachcareercoaching.ca](mailto:ceo@reachcareercoaching.ca)
As a Physician, you bring enormous value to the health care system, however, charting and paperwork can be a significant factor to your mental load.

The Charting Champions Program helps physicians:

- Improve your ability to get home with today's work done
- Create Time for your evenings and weekends
- Reduce your mental load, dread and overwhelm of our clinical days

**Cost:** $2400 CAD (inc taxes) for **Lifetime Access**

**WHAT'S INSIDE THE PROGRAM**

**PROVEN PROCESS:**

**ON DEMAND CORE MODULES**

- **Charting:** Learn effective strategies to complete your charting after every consultation.
- **Consultation:** Learn to examine and lead the consultation, identify inefficiencies and develop strategies to optimize time management within clinical encounters so you can run on time.
- **Inboxes and Results:** Time management and productivity strategies to complete today's work today.
- **Interruptions:** Improve clinical day efficiency by managing your interruptions and distractions.
- **Forms:** Learn the tools that help you reduce the drama and complete your forms quickly.
- **Backlog and Intentional Homework:** Learn strategies to help you take care of your backlog and yourself.

**LIVE COACHING AND SUPPORT**

- **Weekly Live Group Coaching Calls** to get specific help with your specific clinical environment
- **Private Supportive Community** for daily assistance and supports from coaches and your peers.
- **Additional Guest Coach each month** to learn other topics relevant to today's Physicians.

**Charting Champion Program**

**Exclusively For Physicians**
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Charting Coach | Sarah Smith, MD

[Links: www.ChartingCoach.ca, ceo@reachcareercoaching.ca]
Smarter Charting Program for Nurse Practitioners and APP’s

Are you a Nurse Practitioner, Advanced Practice Provider, or other Healthcare Professional who is struggling with their charting and paperwork?

Then the Smarter Charting Program is available to help you:

✔️ Get today's work done today.
✔️ Close your charts, inboxes and backlog
✔️ Reduce the mental load of your clinical day

Cost: $1200 CAD (inc taxes) for 12 months access

www.chartingcoach.ca/smarter-charting-npj

WHAT'S INSIDE THE PROGRAM

PROVEN PROCESS: ON DEMAND CORE MODULES

Charting: Learn effective strategies to complete your charting after every consultation.

Clinical Encounters: Learn to examine the clinical encounter, identify inefficiencies and develop strategies to optimize time management within clinical encounters.

Inboxes and Forms: Time management and productivity strategies to complete today’s work today.

Interruptions: Develop strategies to manage interruptions and distractions within your clinical environment.

Backlog: Learn practical strategies to make progress and develop confidence in completing your backlog.

LIVE COACHING AND SUPPORT

Twice-Monthly Live Group Coaching Calls to get specific help with anything you are struggling with and replays.

Private Supportive Community for specific assistance and support from coaches and peers.

Charting Coach | Sarah Smith, MD

www.ChartingCoach.ca  ceo@reachcareercoaching.ca